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Abstract—Modern software product line development uses
viewpoints to capture the needs of various stakeholders without resorting to a single complex model. Comparing and
integrating different viewpoints help to gain insights into
the product line and to derive products. Recent research
has proposed conflict resolution rules for handling variability
in the integration process. However, one benefit viewpoints
bring is to tolerate inconsistency until the rationales about
variability are better understood. In this paper, we propose a
method for modeling variability when product line viewpoints
are consolidated. Our method takes advantage of a lattice
ordering to support late binding of variability and stakeholder
traceability. We apply our method to viewpoints derived from
the mobile phone domain, and show how delayed commitment
can support product line evolution and product derivation.
Keywords-Viewpoints; product line; variability; toleration of
inconsistency

I. I NTRODUCTION
Product line engineering has become the main method
for achieving systematic reuse [13]. A software product line
succeeds because mass customization is achieved by effective management of domain’s commonality and variability.
The more commonality there is, the easier the reuse and
implementation of the product line assets. The more rigorous
the variability is specified, the more efficient the mechanism
required to support it.
The product line model contains the variability information of the domain, often expressed in terms of features
that the products contain [14], [15]. A feature represents
a product characteristic that customers view as important in
describing and distinguishing members of a software product
line [14]. A feature is mandatory if it is essential to the
domain, and is optional otherwise.
Traditionally, a single feature model is constructed to
capture all the variability and constraints on the variability
in the domain. In this context, consistency management
requires that only the admissible products can be derived
from the feature model and all invalid products are prevented
from being derived. In [31], we have described a method
that assures consistency for product lines that have a holistic
feature model.
In practice, product lines can have thousands of features
with hundreds of variation points, complex selection rules,
and share assets with other product lines [2], [10]. This
makes developing and evolving a single product line model
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a daunting task. A number of feature model decomposition
solutions are therefore proposed to alleviate this problem:
Feature dependencies can be separated from the variability
model [10], a separate decision model can be created for
easier derivation [6], and complex variability decisions can
be divided into product sets [28]. Although these models
have their advantages, one significant drawback is that it is
not easy to trace the choice of a feature’s variability type
back to its source nor to understand where there might be
competing views. Missing traceability information can have
serious consequences in industrial product lines by hindering
the evolution of variability [30].
In our earlier work [21], we leveraged viewpoints [12]
to develop the product line model, in which stakeholders
are able to maintain their own partial models about the
domain and its variability, without being constrained by
other stakeholders’ views. The key insight is that feature
variability is only relative to specific stakeholder view,
and this information plays an important role in achieving
a compromise among different viewpoints. The approach
separates out competing stakeholder priorities of feature
variability, and allows variability decisions to be traced back
to their sources. To integrate inconsistent viewpoints, some
conflict resolution rules are introduced, e.g., if a feature
in one viewpoint is “mandatory” but the same feature in
another viewpoint is “optional”, then the feature becomes
“mandatory” in the composite viewpoint [21].
However, a prominent aspect of exploiting viewpoints is
toleration of inconsistency [26], since the underlying tenet of
viewpoints is that modeling different perspectives is better
than building a single coherent model [11]. This suggests
that decisions about inconsistency resolution can be delayed
until the distinctive rationales are better understood [8].
We believe such delayed commitment is particularly useful
for large and evolving product lines, in which multiple
competing views are continuously (re-)balanced.
For instance, there is often a tension between marketing
and engineering departments about which features must or
must not be included in a given new product. Marketing
often bases the arguments on perceived customer demand,
whereas engineers often refer to current architectural constraints. In addition, as the diversity in a software product
line evolves over time, feature variability may change from
one type to another. For example, some mandatory features
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may become obsolete as product characteristics are phased
out; some optional features may become mandatory as
product characteristics become popular and/or less expensive
to implement [32].
In this paper, we propose a method that tolerates variability inconsistency among product line viewpoints. We aim
to enhance the evolution of a product line infrastructure by
delaying the binding of variability with a mechanism for
stakeholder buy-in and traceability. To that end, we explore
lattice orderings to express inconsistencies and variability
properties as viewpoints are integrated. We apply our method
to viewpoints derived from the mobile phone domain, and
show how late binding of variability can support product
line evolution and product derivation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II motivates our work with a scenario for integrating
product line viewpoints. Section III explores lattice orderings
for characterizing variability properties. Section IV proposes
our method for modeling variability during viewpoints integration. Section V presents an application of our method.
Section VI reviews related work. Section VII draws some
concluding remarks and outlines future work.
II. M OTIVATING E XAMPLE
Product line features are distinctively identifiable abstractions that must be implemented, tested, delivered, and
maintained [15]. A feature model [14] is a tree-like structure,
in which the features are related to each other in parentchild relationships. Features that are considered to elaborate
on another feature can be made children of this feature.
Feature variability is specified by the selection type, which
indicates whether a feature should be realized in a specific
product. In this paper, a selection type takes one of four
values: disallowed, mandatory, optional, or alternative.
Table I lists the four variability types and their respective
modeling notations. The semantics are given in propositional
formulas [1]. By writing a Boolean variable for each feature
and by defining a logical operator for each selection constraint relationship between features, a logical expression
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Figure 1.

Viewpoints integration example

for a feature model can be developed, and used to verify
selection decisions made from the feature model [21].
In Table I, Fp denotes the parent feature of the feature(s)
in question. For a feature to be selected in product line
members, its corresponding formula must hold. For example,
a mandatory feature means that whenever its parent is
selected, it must be selected, and vice versa. Alternative
features, such as Fl and Fm in Table I, dictate an exclusiveor choice [14].
In modern software product development, tension often
exists between competing priorities and constraints, each
of which is usually represented by a primary stakeholder.
In [21], we introduced product line viewpoints to model
variability from separate perspectives. In this context, a
viewpoint is a subset of a master feature model containing
only the features (and their interrelations) that are relevant
for a given point of view [21]. In this paper, a viewpoint
contains the leaf features and all their parents up to the root
feature [4].
Figure 1 shows our running example of integrating viewpoints in the mobile phone domain. VP1 shows the feature
model from the business user’s viewpoint. The secure usage
viewpoint, VP2 , defines the features for users needing high
security in their mobile phones. Secure usage is typically
important for some business users but also technology
leaders. If we want to create a product for business users that
require a secure mobile phone, we must integrate these two
viewpoints. The overlapping features, camera and strong
encryption, have different variability types. To resolve such
inconsistencies, two rules can be followed [21]:
• Rule # 1(II): When a feature in one viewpoint is
disallowed but the same feature in another viewpoint
is optional, then the feature’s variability type becomes
disallowed in the composite viewpoint.
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The lattice V17 and its corresponding variability ordering
arise when the input is A4 × A4 . A suitable lattice ordering
for the integration of three viewpoints will arise when the
input is A4 × A4 × A4 , and so on.
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A. Mapping Vocabulary and Structure
Software product line engineering considers it crucial to
define a set of standard terms used in discussions about
and descriptions of the domain, and makes developing a
domain dictionary part of the core assets [35]. Domain
vocabulary provides the definitions of terms, acronyms,
and abbreviations, and identifies synonym classes. However,
mismatches in stakeholders’ vocabulary often occur [23], as
an area of surprising controversy. Experts would occasionally misunderstand one another, because they were using
the same words in different ways. In fact, experts would
sometimes be in “violent agreement” with one another, all
the while expressing the same idea in different terms [24].
This requires a joint effort among domain experts in
codifying the glossary and relating their personal constructs
to the glossary. Our method employs a connector to capture
the vocabulary mapping. Figure 4 shows a scenario of
interconnecting viewpoints based on our running example
(cf. Figure 1). The business user’s viewpoint evolves (VP1.1 )
by adding a new optional feature, instant messenger.
Three connectors are shown in Figure 4 that build pairwise mappings between the viewpoints. Since the evolution
mapping (VP1 → VP1.1 ) is straightforward, no connector is
constructed. Although VP1.1 and VP3 use different terminologies to express keyboard-related features, C2 captures
their correspondences so that synonyms are not treated
as separate features during viewpoints integration. In case
of name clashes, i.e., two viewpoints use the same label
for different features, the connector helps distinguish the
features by assigning each one a distinct label.
The connector unifies not only vocabulary, but also structure of the viewpoints. Structure in this context refers to the
features and their parent-child relationships. For example,
the two-level parent-child hierarchy presented in C2 is preserved in both VP1.1 and VP3 . The interconnecting arrows
in Figure 4 are formally known as graph homomorphisms,
and they ensure that we put structures together with nothing
essentially new added and nothing left over [25].
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In this section, we present a systematic way to handle and
trace variability for viewpoints integration. Our current focus
in on syntactic inconsistency rather than structural one [25].
We first introduce the use of a connector for mapping
structures (features and their parent-child relationships) and
stakeholder vocabularies. Then, we leverage the variability
ordering to automate the generation of the composite viewpoint. Finally, we show how inconsistency can be analyzed
and tolerated.
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Interconnecting viewpoints

We use a distinct set of connectors to explicitly represent
viewpoints’ interconnections for a couple of reasons. First,
each connector is a hypothesis for standardizing vocabulary
and feature hierarchy, so it is an important asset to the
product line [35]. Second, encapsulating the interconnection
information within a single entity eases modification and
evolution, and also reduces the clutter of the diagram. Note
that each connector shown in Figure 4 interconnects only
two viewpoints, but in general, we can build a connector
that unifies any finite set of viewpoints. For instance, the
connector of all 4 viewpoints shown in Figure 4 would
have only one top-level feature, mobile phone, which is
equivalent to C3 . We use pairwise connectors to illustrate
our method since they are able to express a larger amount
of overlap between viewpoints. Although heuristics exist
for constructing connectors, manual effort is required for
building the connectors [29].
To assign a name to each feature of the composite viewpoint, we should combine the names of all the features in the
individual viewpoints that are mapped to it. For example, the
composite viewpoint of VP1.1 and VP3 would have a feature
labeled {text inputVP1.1 , keyboard settingVP3 }, indicating
the names used in the two contributing viewpoints. A better
way to name the features of the composite viewpoint is
assigning naming priorities to the input viewpoints. For
example, once a connector is devised, it makes sense to give
priority to the feature names in the connector, C2 , and label
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between them [8]. A fundamental problem in comprehending software evolution is the choice of effective visual
representations for data that are not inherently physical.
The goal is an insightful rather than a faithful depiction
of the data [9]. Multiple views are often shown side-byside in current software evolution tools. This increases developers’ cognitive overhead when they are in the process of
understanding multiple competing viewpoints. In our framework, the composite viewpoint, e.g., V17 -annotated VPC in
Figure 6, characterizes much variability knowledge and its
evolution within one view. This provides engineers with a
centralized vision to discover and handle inconsistencies.
The variability lattice V17 offers interpretations of stakeholder viewpoints according to certain semantics. In our
framework, a system of interconnected V17 -annotated feature models is syntactically inconsistent if the composite
viewpoint has some feature with an inconsistent annotation.
It is up to the product line management team to designate
(in)consistent values of V17 . For example, we may regard
XX, ◦◦, and •• as consistent and the rest of the values as
inconsistent. This is a reasonable choice when the system
we are modeling mandates the total agreement of both
stakeholders on every aspect. If we are only interested in
explicit conflicts and incompatibilities, we can relax this
constraint and designate only X•, •X, and > as inconsistent.
Once we have a measure for how much inconsistency
we want to tolerate, the composite viewpoint construction
can also serve as a mechanism for determining when an
inconsistency amelioration phase [8] is required. When using

VP 3

Legend:

Figure 7.

integrating

evolving

Integration of evolving viewpoints

V17 , for example, we may decide to live with all V17 values
except for incompatibilities (>).
After an integration is completed, it is desirable to know
how the input viewpoints have influenced the result. Particularly, it is important to be able to trace the feature
variability of the composite viewpoint back to the originating
viewpoint, and to track the rationales behind each variability
decision. We call the former notion stakeholder traceability
and the latter rationale traceability. Our method directly
supports stakeholder traceability due to the Cartesian product
ordering employed. By inspecting merely the annotations
of VPC in Figure 6, for example, we can easily identify
the contributions made by VP1 and VP2 . This visualization
aid also helps to achieve rationale traceability, in that each
stakeholder’s decision is explicitly recorded. For example,
the rationale for eventually setting camera (annotated with
◦X in VPC ) to be disallowed could be that the feature is
strictly prohibited in VP2 and considered only as an add-on
in VP1 .
V. W ORKED E XAMPLE
We use a set of mobile phone viewpoints [21] to illustrate
how our method can be applied in practice. The benefits of
our method are demonstrated in two stages: integration of
evolving viewpoints and derivation of new products from
the integrated view. The annotation in our study is based on
V17 .
Figure 7 presents an overview of the integration scenario.
The business user (VP1 ) and secure usage (VP2 ) viewpoints
are first integrated into VPC . Then, VP1 evolves to VP1.1 ,
which leads to an evolved composite viewpoint VPC.1
(integration of VP1.1 and VP2 ). Finally, the HW Platform
1 viewpoint (VP3 ) is considered and merged with VPC.1 ,
resulting in the composite viewpoint VPD .
The integration of VP1 and VP2 is shown in Figure 6.
The evolution of the business user’s viewpoint is depicted
in Figure 4. Compared to VP1 , VP1.1 adds a new optional
feature instant messenger. This feature, if selected, requires
the selection of messenger keyboard to be the product’s text
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input. Figure 8 3 shows the composite viewpoint VPC.1 , in
which the ‘requires’ dependency is shown in a dotted arrow.
Note that the variability of several features has already been
bound. The rationales are as follows:
• The root is mandatory, so annotation is omitted [14].
• The unique features of VP1.1 are annotated with their
variability types in VP1.1 , e.g., e-mail is annotated with
• instead of •−.
• Similarly, the unique features of VP2 are annotated
with their original variability types.
Although late variability binding is useful, it is crucial to
make decisions when appropriate. The extreme case of late
binding is to treat all the features as optional, and ask each
user to dynamically select her desired feature set at run-time.
This is clearly absurd in that every product in the product
line would have been built in exactly the same way, i.e.,
containing all possible features. Therefore, timely binding
feature variability and recording the rationale are essential.
For instance, the decision of text input being mandatory
can be justified from the business user’s point of view.
Figure 9 shows the integrated final view by taking VP3
(a particular hardware platform) into account. For text
input, VP3 allows the selection of a normal keyboard
representing the traditional number keyboard or a messenger keyboard with a foldout two-piece keyboard. When
merging this view with VPC.1 , we decide to insert normal
keyboard to the alternative list of text input. The rationale
stems from the exclusive-or semantics associated with alternative features (cf. Table I). In the composite viewpoint
VPD , the annotations for camera and strong encryption
are expanded, so that stakeholder traceability information
is updated. Toleration of inconsistency, one of the main
3 Alternative features are not annotated in this section; we are currently
exploring orderings that incorporate alternation.

Primary Concern
network security
social networking
news & stock

Specific Requirement
eliminating known vulnerabilities
a camera phone & mobile blogging
requiring mobile instant messaging

benefits of our method, is sufficiently demonstrated in the
above integration scenario, where evolving and competing
viewpoints are consolidated. The final integrated feature
model VPD serves the baseline for not only stakeholder
negotiation but also product derivation.
We consider three product derivation scenarios, as listed
in Table II. The three users, Ana, Bob, and Cem, categorize
themselves as business users. They all want their mobile
phones to be equipped with security features but to various
degrees. The product line team working on HW Platform
1 has used our method and generated an integrated feature
model, VPD . Figure 10a shows the feature set bound at build
time. Every mobile phone derived in the product family must
include these features and must not alter the variability types
of these features.
In addition to common views, the three users have their
own primary concerns and specific requirements, as listed
in Table II. We are able to deliver customized phones to
accommodate their needs, thanks to our method’s delayed
commitment to resolving inconsistencies. Figures 10b, 10c,
and 10d show the configured features at delivery (installation) time for Ana, Bob, and Cem respectively.
•

•

•

Ana has a high security demand, so the secure usage
viewpoint (VP2 ) takes precedence in customizing her
phone, i.e., camera is disallowed (X ) and strong encryption is enforced (•). Ana specifically requires any
feature with known security vulnerability be excluded
from her phone. Since instant messaging has been
exploited to deliver virus, trojan, or spyware within an
infected file, instant messenger is disallowed (X ). Ana
selects a normal keyboard (•) due to its simplicity.
Bob wants a camera phone to do mobile blogging and
other social networking activities. This makes camera a
must (•) in his phone. Compared to Ana, he has a lower
security demand, so strong encryption can be turned
on or off (◦) at run-time. Based on his social networking
need, instant messenger is enabled but not enforced
(◦). Even though this feature is optional, messenger
keyboard must be included in the configuration (•) to
support Bob’s option at run-time.
Cem often uses his phone to track news and stock
information, so he requires instant messenger (•). This
selection makes messenger keyboard mandatory (•).
He is willing to adopt secure usage practice, e.g., strong
encryption (•). To Cem, camera is considered a niceto-have feature (◦).
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Products derived to meet different stakeholders’ needs

It is clear from the above derivation scenarios that delayed
commitment makes our product line model more flexible to
accommodate a broader set of user requirements. Suppose
we do not tolerate inconsistency but apply the inconsistency
resolution rules [21] to the camera and strong encryption
features, then all the mobile phones derived from the product
line would disallow (X ) camera and enforce (•) strong
encryption (cf. VPC in Figure 1). Such a configuration
works only for Ana, one of the user groups supported by
our method.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
The importance of variability Understanding why a certain
type of variability exists in a product line is important.
For very simple product lines, variability is just a sum of
selections made by products. If at least one product wants
a feature that is omitted by other products, then the feature
becomes optional. If all the current products want a feature,
then it becomes mandatory. In this context, consistency management implies the ability to check that product selections
of features are consistent with the variability types [31].
It has long been understood that the future products
must also be considered when defining variability. This is
needed to prevent defining such variability types that become
invalid soon [27]. When the complexity of the product
line infrastructure increases, the cost of changing variability
increases as well. This makes an incentive to choose such
variability types that tend to be correct for the foreseeable
future.
As the company grows, the sources for future product
requirements tend to increase. In practice, the chosen variability type is a consensus over a large number of stakeholders. During evolution, one must understand the complete
rationale on how the interest of each stakeholder is reflected
in the decision on the variability type. This information is

normally lost. One approach is to attach rationale for each
point of variation [34]; however, the rationale tends to be
outdated soon. Based on our experience, practitioners often
find that the maintenance effort of adding rationale as free
text to be excessive in comparison with the benefits.
Consistency checks for variability Recently, a number of
researchers have observed the need for consistency checking.
Lauenroth and Pohl [17], [18] agree with our view that all
product line requirements contain inconsistencies, because
they describe multiple products in the same specification.
They have proposed a framework for automatic consistency
checking prior to derivation [17]. However, they do not
check product line requirements against a specific derived
product, but against all possible products. In some product
lines, this may become infeasible.
A product line model can contain a large number of invalid configurations that are never chosen in practice because
the engineers have enough domain knowledge to avoid these
invalid configurations. In these cases, consistency checking
of all configurations may find a large number of errors
that are tolerable in practice. However, in some application
domains with critical quality attributes, analyzing the whole
product line may be appropriate [20].
Recently, feature diagrams have been used as part of input
for model checking [3] and business process configuration
management [16]. One difference in our work is that we provide composite feature diagrams that help with inconsistency
management of multiple viewpoints. The feature notation
used in our work can be extended to handle the general form
of feature diagrams [33] which augment mandatory feature
with cardinality (m : n).
Stakeholder viewpoints and inconsistency management
Orthogonal to the complexity of having multiple contexts
of different products, integrating different stakeholder view-

points can further complicate the models for inconsistency
management [8], [11], [26].
Using a category-theoretic approach [25], model merging
has been applied to various kinds of artifacts belonging
to different viewpoints, such as goal models for requirements [29], statecharts for design [22], and call graphs for
implementation [25]. Combining this with the dimension
of variability management, an algebraic approach has been
proposed [7] as a mathematical foundation, which is made
more practical in our work to extend feature variability models with more explicit notations for representing viewpoints.
This extension helps domain experts to visualize variability
and track stakeholder viewpoints directly.
Product line variability elicitation Variability for product
line requirements may arise from different sources. Recently,
researchers have considered natural language as a rich way
to elicit variability [19], [24]. Based on the frame theory of
language, various answers to different angles of questioning
– e.g., why, what, who, where, when, how, how much,
etc. – are a natural way to elicit variability directly from
stakeholders. Similarly, variability in feature models can be
elicited from the models of early requirements [36], or from
the design or implementation of a software system [37].
Recording variability directly on the various viewpoint
sources rather than using the isolated texts presents the advantage that one can analyze the different alternatives using
a language specific to the viewpoints of the stakeholders.
On the other hand, our work complements textual rationale
logs: once variability in the feature models has been elicited,
we are able to record explicitly the references to viewpoints
in the original source. As a result, one can analyze the
inconsistencies together with the features, without resorting
to the original sources. Furthermore, the results of our
inconsistency management can be fed back to the original
sources as long as their traceability is maintained.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Managing variability is key to successful product line
development. Too much variability reduces the benefits of
software reuse, potentially making the product line unprofitable. Too little variability can lead to product lines with
a limited life and scope. When product line evolves, the
feature selection constraints should be changed to match
the current situation. In practice, this has proven to be very
difficult.
To make a correct decision on feature variability, one
must understand the rationale why a certain feature selection
constraint was originally introduced. Since each selection is
typically a compromise between multiple business and technology stakeholders, changing selection constraints needs
interacting with all the relevant parties. Our earlier work [21]
has explored the use of viewpoints [12] to structure evolving
product line features. We also defined some default rules to
resolve inconsistencies between stakeholder viewpoints.

In this paper, we have investigated how toleration of
inconsistency, one of the main benefits of viewpoints-based
modeling, can be achieved when multiple competing views
are consolidated. We use lattice ordering to characterize
variability degrees and evolutionary properties. We then
annotate the features in individual viewpoints using the
lattice ordering, and show how the composite viewpoint can
be systematically generated. During viewpoints integration,
some inconsistencies are tolerated, while others are resolved
with rationales recorded. The integrated feature model supports stakeholder buy-in and traceability. The study of integrating a set of evolving mobile phone viewpoints shows
that toleration of inconsistency effectively supports product
line evolution and product derivation.
Our future work includes incorporating alternative features into current variability orderings and exploring new
variability dimensions. We also plan to investigate structural merging [29] and edge-based variability types [33].
Moreover, it would be interesting to take into account
feature dependencies, such as ‘requires’ and ‘excludes’, in
viewpoints integration and product customization. Finally,
addressing both stakeholder and rationale traceability is in
order.
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